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     Soldier with Prosthesis, Wet-Plate Collodion Tintype 
                         © Sam Dole, New York, NY
                                 First Prize Winner

New York, NY— Soho Photo is pleased to announce that its November show will feature the 
winning entries in the Eighth Annual Alternative Processes Competition as well as a guest 
exhibition by the Masterplaters, a photographic collective that works with the wet-plate collodion 
process.

This year’s Alternative Processes Competition presents the winning images of photographers 
from across the United States. The images submitted for this competition represent a wide 
range of alternative methods that can include beeswax paper negative, Cyanotype, Van Dyke 
Brown, platinum/palladium, gum bichromate, gold toned salt print, tintype, and ziatype. 

The juror for the 8th Annual Alternative Processes Competition is Elisabeth Biondi. She broke 
new ground in the magazine world by establishing photography’s place in The New Yorker. 



During her 15 years there as Visuals Editor, photography grew to be an integral and highly 
regarded part of that iconic weekly. In 2011, she left The New Yorker to work as an independent 
curator. In just over one year, Ms. Biondi has curated shows at Steven Kasher Gallery, Howard 
Greenberg Gallery, NYPHOTO 2011 and the South Street Seaport Museum. Before coming to 
The New Yorker, she was Director of Photography at Stern, the German newsmagazine, Director 
of Photography at Vanity Fair, and Picture Editor at Geo, which won the National Magazine 
Award for Visual Excellence.

        The top three winners are:

        First Place: Sam Dole, New York, NY
        Second Place: Ryan Zoghlin, Chicago, IL
        Third Place: K.K. DePaul, Lancaster, PA

After judging all entries, Biondi issued the following statement, 

And in the Upstairs Gallery...

It is always wonderful to be surprised when judging a photography competition and 
exhibition. The entries this year reflect imagination without boundaries. The endless 
variety of subjects (whales, flowers, crystals, soldiers, balloons) paired with a 
kaleidoscope of color & techniques, makes for a lively spirited exhibition.

The winning photographer, Sam Dole, with much imagination has translated a 
contemporary issue into a series of pictures that are quite powerful. The images are 
surprisingly modern despite their vintage process. All pictures were well executed 
and high points awarded for imagination, execution, variety, and technique.



         Untitled © Monty McCutchen

 Masterplaters: Pictures From the Distant Present

The Masterplaters, a photographic collective, will be showing contemporary photographs made 
with the wet-plate collodion process. These five photographers all examine the modern world 
from different points of view. Rather than recreating 19th Century style tintypes, they utilize the 
immense physical beauty of the process to interpret modern questions of place and identity.  
Daily moments of grace, powerful portraits, modern story telling are all represented here. The 
collective has been pursuing beauty and truth one image at a time.

As they note on their website,

                                                                                          ####      
                                                                                          
Soho Photo Gallery has been showcasing a broad spectrum of imagery by emerging and veteran photographers 
since 1971. The Gallery is in New York’s historic Tribeca district, three blocks south of Canal St. between West 
Broadway and Sixth Avenue. Subways: # 1 to Franklin Street or the A,C, E, N, R or # 6 to Canal Street.  

Although it is a bit odd in the Twenty-First Century to be part of a photographic 
collective, it was not so in the Nineteenth Century. Groups like the Linked Ring in 
England (founded 1892) and the Photo-Secessionists in the United States (1902) 
were a common way that photographers had of associating with other like-minded 
practitioners.

The group, inspired by these collectives of the past, decided to form, dedicating itself to the 
exploration of imagery and experience utilizing the wet-plate collodion process.

For more: www.masterplaters.com


